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CHRISTMAS
PARTY 2010
**Tickets available £15**
Sat. 11th Dec. 7.30pm
Ceilidh and supper
Hawkshead Brewery, Staveley

Forthcoming meets:
Tuesdays at Kendal Wall
25-27th Feb CIC Hut Trip

Winter has arrived early this
year. I‘m sure many of you
are rather tired hearing
the news teams mutter
endlessly on about
‘record breaking subzero temperatures‘,
‗dangerous driving conditions‘, ‗schools and businesses closed‘, followed
by sending some poor
soul to Altnaharra in Scotland
to report on the cold...yawn.

Well, The Crack‘s team of
reporters have been busy
with their own ‗cold
snap‘ analyses. Latest
report is that although the hills are
covered in a good
quantity of the white
stuff, there‘s a need
for some freeze
thaw cycles on some
of the big mountain routes,
but there‘s plenty of good
waterfalls to have a go at. So

sharpen your axes and crampons, get out your warm
gloves, remember the pain of
wearing winter boots and
have some fun!
Talking of keeping warm, the
Christmas Ceilidh is just
around the corner. Superb
music, scrumptious food and
some suspect dancing. Tickets
are on sale at £15 which includes a very nice supper.

Ian Harrison reflects on joining Kendal MC
The problem was how and
where did I learn? The only
people I knew in the area
were 4 guys I worked with. I
was lucky, one
of them was
George North
who
kindly
volunteered to
teach me how
to climb, I‘m
sure it was a
decision
he
would at times
later regret.

I have been asked to write on
the subject of ―Why did I join
Kendal Mountaineering Club‖?
I suppose the simple answer
would be ―to be with
people who have a
similar interest, to
share that interest &
broaden my experience‖. But in my case
the interesting answer would be how I
joined KMC.

When I moved to the
lakes in 2006 I wantAfter
nearly
ed to take up climb- Ian on Raise Feb 2010
two years both
ing, I had done a few
George and I realised I needroutes as a Scout in my youth
ed to build up my experience
and it was something I‘d enand broaden my range of
joyed.
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climbing partners. It was at
this point that George introduced me to some members
of KMC at a meet at Shepherd‘s Crag and at Kendal
wall; he also suggested that I
join. It didn‘t take much convincing as it seemed to fulfilled
all my requirements.
I joined KMC in 2008 and
found not just climbing partners but an ever increasing
group of friends. I suppose
most of us concentrate on
the climbing, but we shouldn‘t
forget the social side of things
and the relationships that
come from it.

Meets update
As I‘m writing this latest meets update,
the snow is falling outside my Leeds
home and the temperature is well below zero. I‘ve just returned from a run
in Roundhay Park where the upper lake
is frozen and the paths are hazardous
ribbons of hard-packed snow and ice.
And yet it‘s still only November, trees
are still in leaf and it is only a few
weeks since our excellent final outdoor
meet of the summer season based at
Thorpe Farm near Hathersage in the
Peak District.

John Hollingworth
With shortening daylight, and the Autumnal rains, we have returned to indoor climbing at Kendal, with Tuesdays
as the standard club evening. This year,
added interest has been provided by
the new bouldering walls, which occupy
previously unused spaces in the huge
building. The excellent bouldering
league is underway and making good
use of these new walls. If you want to
get strong, buy yourself a card and get
going on those problems! You will also
be entered into a prize draw, with a
chance of winning some of the goodies
on offer at the March prize-giving.

A low mist hung over Stanage on the
Saturday morning, and the temptations
of real coffee from the little van in the
It was great to see lots of club memPlantation car park was a stronger draw
bers attending and helping out at the
than the climbing. After lurking there
Kendal Mountain Film Festival this year
for a while, we were fortified sufficientand it feels like a real privilege to have
ly by caffeine to head up to the crag,
this premier festival on our doorstep.
where the mist cleared, the sun came
Well done to Blue for masterminding
out and a great climbing day
the deployment of
was had by all. By contrast
volunteers and makon Sunday we awoke to
ing sure we all did
siling rain and a new stream
what we were suprunning through the farmposed to. A great
yard. Plans for the outdoors
effort! As usual
were quickly abandoned and
there were a range
many of us ended up at the
of great films on
‗Climbing Works‘ bouldering
offer, and the ‗Best
centre in Sheffield. Although
of Kendal‘ selection
indoor climbing always feels Coffee before climbing
was first rate.
like second best, this is a
Amongst the lecgreat venue and the two contrasting
tures, my favourite was by Guy Robertdays made for an interesting and varied
son, the hard-core winter climber, who
weekend. A big thank you to Simon
described some of his hard mixed
White for organising the meet. See
climbs in Scotland and the inevitable
epics and mishaps that accompany this
Simon‘s article for more revelations.
extreme activity. He talked of falling

into space
from an icy
overhang
and stopped only by the bungee cord
of a single axe placement, which he
subsequently had to prusick up to
reach the ice and his axes again. Gripping stuff!
Although we might not all aspire to
such extremes, the current big freeze
bodes well for a good winter climbing
season, and routes are coming into
condition very early. Time to get
those ice tools out the loft, sharpen
your crampons and get out on the
white stuff. Looking ahead, Conan
Harrod is organising two winter meets
this year. We have booked Blackrock
Cottage in Glencoe for the last weekend in January, and there are a few
places available for KMC at the CIC
hut in February (experienced climbers
only – places allocated by raffle at the
Ceilidh in December). A big thanks to
Conan for organising these meets.
Please get in touch with him for details.
And finally, don‘t forget our Christmas
Ceilidh coming up on the 11th December which provides an opportunity to demonstrate that your talents
are not just limited to climbing. Last
year‘s event was so popular that we
struggled to find space for the large
dance circles. Let‘s make it just as
successful this year!
Happy climbing!

GEAR REVIEW by Liz and Ian
MSR XGK II—COOKER
We selected this stove for our travelling in 2007/08. We needed a flexible
option that would allow us to burn a
multitude of fuels including the food
(!) plus being acceptable on aircraft.
It has the reputation as being reliable
in extreme conditions, can use many
fuel types and is easily dismantled to
clean. We thought this would be good
as we had no idea what fuel we would
find. The legs and pan supports also
fold in making it compact.
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We started its trial in Tibet burning
Chinese petrol at altitudes of up to
5000m, which it coped with fine.
Through the trip we also used paraffin
(harder to light but ok), diesel, white
spirit and meths.

The only problems we had with it was
poor quality petrol in South America
and clogging of the fuel
line as we hadn‘t been
cleaning it. It does need
cleaning regularly if in
daily use to remove the
carbon deposits. This is
an easily done in minutes
we just hadn‘t realised
we needed to. The stove
runs brilliantly with good
quality fuel. It ran fine for
the majority of the year MSR XGK II
apart from struggling at
altitudes of over 5500m running on
Peruvian petrol after nearly a year of
abuse.
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In short it is a good reliable water boiling/snow melting stove and its serviceability when it stops working
properly is a great feature.
We would definitely recommend it for anyone travelling
to remote areas.
Travelling with the fuel bottle
on planes is best done by
washing the bottle out with
either lots of hot water and
washing up liquid or Coke to
get rid of traces of fuel and
the smell. Leave the lid off
when it‘s in luggage so it does not
arouse suspicion on the x-ray machine.
Happy cooking!
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KMC Autumn Trip—Peaks
by Simon White
did battle with Congo Corner (great
Autumn has arrived and that means
route). Tanya stormed Mississipgrit season. As we headed
pi Buttress Direct. Loz flew up
to the Peak District on the
the ‗Right Unconquerable‘ having
Friday night it was all going
to traverse in from the arête to
well until I realised at Manavoid the bottom sections water
chester I had forgotten my
fall. I was dazzled by the Silver
toothpaste and boulder
Fox making short work of Monmat; I wondered what else
day Blue (E2, 5b) which has rubwas missing from my kit. At
bish gear until you reach the top!
Glossop the road was
He even styled the top out (nice
closed, diversion followed
one John) whilst Neil and Tanya
diversion but we finally
made a pilgrimage to find the
arrived. Everyone turned
delights of Tower Face (great
up with similar tales of
Loz on The Right
road blockages and much Unconquerable isn‘t it Neil?).
beer was drunk. It was a
(HVS, 5a)
No one was falling for
great turn out (thanks evemy sandbag of BAWs
ryone for coming) and we filled the
Crawl until I saw George
bunkhouse, in fact I got slightly worand Annette. George made
ried that I‘d over-sold bunk slots!
it look like a stylish boulder

spag bol with frozen
cauliflower, a sorbet
course to cleanse the
palette followed by
Aunt Bessie‘s lemon
meringue pie (which
was nearly served
frozen by the enthusiastic but inexperienced dessert waiter, Loz!).
Sunday morning was forecast sunny
and generally deteriorating towards
midday. So….we woke up to torrential rain! Thanks everyone for cleaning
the bunk house, I offered to take
over the hovering from John but
he declared ‗Not now, I‘m in the
zone‘!!!!

Most people went to Outside for
brews and shopping. Polly headed
home to better weather in the
problem, so sorry George
Saturday was forecast for sun, sun and
Lakes. The rest of us travelled to
your
ascent
doesn‘t
count
more sun so it was a relief to get up
‗The Works‘ in Sheffield, the best
(make it look harder next
to wet misty weather! Different stratdedicated boulder wall in the
egies were played by the teams; in the
time).
country. It goes against the grain
end George refused to get out of bed
I heard that Polly, Claire and
for most (?old) climbers, purely
but most people headed to the StaSue had fun in the Paradise
bouldering indoors whilst taking
nage Plantation after about 3 cups of
wall area, with Claire
breaks for frapper-cappa-tea‘s and
John on Monday
tea. The eco-coffee man/van
leading her first VS
cake. Trendy T-shirts on honed
Blue
(E2,
5b)
in the car park got everyone
which sadly got
bodies with slogans such as ‗If I
wired with caffeine as the
down graded to HS
want your Beta I‘ll ask for it!‘
day trippers arrived. I wasn‘t
by the time she got down to
were a prominent feature. However it
convinced but we headed up
is a fantastic place, so visit if you get
the new guidebook (harsh)!
to the crag and it all cleared
the chance. Even the non convinced
Saturday night saw lots of fine
just as we arrived.
boulders loved it. Neil (and others)
dining, wine and beer. It trandeclared they were moving to ShefLots of climbing followed; it
spired that Sue wants ‗The
field just for the Works! The Silver
was the best day I‘d had on
Crack‘ to feature a lonely
Fox was on fire again, making a tricky
grit this year. Loz warmed up
hearts column. Polly cooked
arête look easy. Later I saw Ron Fawon Cave Arete — it definite- George on BAWs
up a fine meal with many
cett sketching the same problem (the
ly warmed me up trying to Crawl (HVS, 5a)
courses including stuffed marreach for that hidden hold. I
Fox rules).
row and fresh chapatti‘s but she was
really enjoyed Cold Turkey which was
A brilliant weekend with KMC, make
out ‗top trumped‘ by Loz, John and
easy but run out. A number of teams
Conan‘s spread which consisted of
sure you all come along next year.

DID YOU KNOW? (From UKC web site)
999 SMS
The Mountaineering Council of Scotland (MCofS) is urging
everyone who walks
climbs and skis in the
Scottish mountains to
register with the 999
emergency text service.

However, you will only be able to use
this service if you have
registered with emergency SMS first. The MCofS
is urging mountaineers to
register now rather than
wait for an emergency.
T o r e g is t er , t ex t
This service has been
'Register' to 999. You
set up to allow people
will get a reply and will
If registered you can request
to text 999 when voice Mountain Rescue by SMS
then need to follow the
calls cannot be made,
instructions you are sent.
but where there is suffiThe text system is meant to be used
cient signal to send a text.
3

only when voice calls cannot be made
and the system does not guarantee
that texts will be delivered, so users
should wait until they receive a reply
from the emergency services before
assuming help has been summoned.
The system was originally set up to
help deaf and hard of hearing people.
Further details, including guidelines on
how to register, can be found at:

www.emergencysms.org.uk
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Climbers‟ comments
Readers thoughts, letters and advice...
If you would like to comment on climbing,, ask for advice from a panel of experts, have experiences that you need to share,
or just want to get something off your chest...then this is the place to do it.
The question posed to members this
month is:

What is your
favourite Lakeland
Crag?
Richard: For me my favourite crag is
Long Scar/Black Crag up on the shoulder of Pike O'Blisco. An early start
pretty much guarantees parking at
Three Shires Stone, allowing a short
20 minute walk to the foot of Long
Scar. There are plenty of routes at all
grades Moderate upwards which is
great. With Black Crag close by these
two offer fantastic views of the Lakes
whilst out climbing. To also finish on a
return trip it would be rude not to
pop in the Three
Shires pub in Little
Langdale.
Ian B. Grey Crags,
Buttermere: fine climbing on immaculate
rock, with a wide
range of routes of all grades, many
starred, in a wonderful mountain setting
Polly: Farleton (Editor: not quite in
Lakeland, but I’ll include it anyway)
Easy walk in, lots of climbs at the
grades I like. But most of all it‘s not
multi-pitch, so if you are
feeling lazy or want to try
something hard you can top
rope. It‘s a little polished
from use but that can be
overcome with some good
‗sticky shoes‘
Ken: I‘m not sure I do have a favourite Lakeland crag. How about, as an
odd ball response - Pavey Ark. Reason – I‘ve never climbed there at all,
so there‘s so many good routes for
me still to do.

Phil Lea: It has to be the Napes as it
is the essential mountain crag, birthplace of British climbing and overlooking
Wasdale,
my
favourite
place in the
Lakes. It has
Classic
rock
climbs like Tophet Wall and
Kern
Knotts
Crack, Napes
Needle
and
Ridge. You can sense the old climbers
who used to walk from Keswick and
back in a day just to climb here looking with disbelief at all the modern
gear!!
Tanya: Wallowbarrow - beautiful
walk-in, characterful and friendly
routes in low grades, sunny aspect,
great views - and Prince of Wales,
Foxfield for pasties and beer on the
way home!
Sue: My favourite Lakeland Crag is Wallowbarrow. The worst thing
about Wallowbarrow is
the distance from Kendal but to compensate
the walk-in is very short.
The second worst aspect are the
midges at certain times but to compensate I find the huge wood ants
fascinating. There are multipitch
climbs of reasonable grades for my
level of climbing and the views are
really nice. Whoever named Thomas I
assume it may have been due to their
sense of humour
a l t h ou g h
y ou
might have expected a nearby
climb to be called
John. Joanne and I
like the second
pitch of a climb
named Nameless which is silly (a bit like "Inominate
Tarn").
Liz: Esk Butress- good climbing, great
views and not too busy. worth the
walk to get away from the crowds

John H: If you‘ve never been there,
go to Cathedral Quarry. Choose a
sunny evening in May. Tiptoe apprehensively through the gloomy
entrance tunnel, booby
trapped by hidden puddles of
freezing water, and emerge
into the ‗Cathedral Nave‘ with
its sombre underground pool
and adjacent monolithic slate
column, brought alive by dancing reflections when the sunlight reaches the water.
The cavern appears to be a dead-end,
but persevere and a way upwards
towards daylight will be found, a
scramble amongst the rocks and slate
spoil to the upper ledge of the quarry.
There you will find dark walls of slate
rising impressively skywards, interrupted at frequent intervals by jagged
black overhangs and punctuated by
flashes of reflected light from welcome
expansion bolts. Try your hand at the
leftwards traversing trickery of ‗Night
of the Hot Pies‘, the
soaring groove of
‗Going Underground‘
or the astonishing
overhangs
of
‗Darklands‘. This is
slate climbing at its
atmospheric best!
Joanne: I can‘t say that I‘ve got a favourite as such. Based on memories
from the Tuesday evening meetings
from this year it will have to be Gimmer. Not for me falling over on the
way down from the crag, nor managing to make a meal of D Route, but
because of the superb views from Ash
Tree Ledge as the cloud was pouring
over
Pike
O‘Blisco. Wow,
what an evening!

NEXT MONTH: What is your
least favourite Lakeland crag and
why?

If you would like to suggest a topic for a future edition, or have something you want to share, please send an e-mail to
newsletter@kendalmc.org
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Conan‟s trip to the Alps—Summer 2010
(aka “as many 4,000m peaks as possible in 3 weeks” )
A mixed ability group headed out to
strike of lightning struck close by. SudAosta in he NW corner of Italy. We
den Panic. The pace quickened, as did
were surrounded by huge Alpine
the rate of lightning strikes. There was
no discussion, we got to the col and
peaks so were spoilt for choice.
made a sharp exit left down the face.
We started with a
We were safe, but sudnice easy acclimatisadenly the storm passed
tion peak with great
and we decided to reviews, the Gran
ascend to the 4th sumParadiso, just a basic
mit.
slog up glacier snow
slopes to a slightly
Fully rested after a lazy
exposed rocky sumday sitting around in the
mit. To improve the
valley, we were now
route we followed
heading East to the
the easy scrambly
Monta Rosa Massif.
ridge overlooking
From the Italian side,
the main glacier Paradiso
the bagging potential was huge. Alan
route. Weather conditions were perThorpe‘s eyes lit up when he found out
fect. The route went without any
that we could summit 10 peaks on this
hiccups and we bypassed the popular
3 day climb. On the first day there
Madonna summit and headed for the
were minor route finding problems in
less frequented higher summit to the
the poor conditions but the weather
north. We survived the battle with the
improved as we slowly ticked off the
crowds to get down with Philippa
summits. Everyone had a great day with
cracking the whip.
fantastic views,
―No, we‘re not stopsome nice expoping until we get to
sure and the
“This was worrying news
the bottom!‖. This
chance to spend
— I had competition for
was worrying news
a night in the
— I had competition
Margherita Hut
who was the cruellest!”
for who was the
at 4554m. John
got the biggest
cruellest!
shock
when
Was this perfect weather, a sign of
being charged £6.50 for a can of coke.
things to come? Unfortunately NO.
The next day dawned to yet another
We then headed off towards the Swiss
whiteout so the 3
border for 3 days. The Mass ascent of
climbers gave up on
Castor and Pollux was done in near
the idea of the classic
whiteout conditions, with steep icy
traverse of Liskamm
glacier slopes and big crevasses. The
and settled for the
fun scramble on Pollux made it a
short climb up the final
great day out, despite the poor visibileasy top of the Monta
ity. The best thing was poor Derek
Rosa, the Zumsteinwhimpering on the steep icy sections!
spitze. The wind
strength made for an
The hut was very poor. No smoking
uncomfortably cold
signs all over the place and staff that
climb, but the chunkier Matterhorn
regular lit up anywhere they felt like it.
members of the group
As a result, the dorms stunk of stale
found the going much easier. Suddenly
smoke and made us feel sick!. I tore
the weather cleared and we saw the
one of the signs off the wall and handfantastic knife edge snow ridge on
ed it to a member of staff. She didn‘t
Liskamm and our decision was made.
get my point and probably added
The ridge felt sharper due to the cross
some ash to my dinner for that one!
winds but looked
The next day‘s traverse of the
amazing. It appeared
Breithorn would be long and more
to go on and on. A
technical so we hoped for good
quick pause for a
weather. Having asked for the forecast
photo didn‘t go down
5 times during the evening, we were
to well. Standing still
finally told it would be sunny. So we
on a precarious ridge
stepped out of the hut at 5am into
is much more difficult
mist, wind and snow.
than moving! What
Just four of us tackled the traverse in
amazing exposure,
difficult conditions with ice and snow
one of the best snow
covered rocky sections. Ted was quite
ridges I‘ve ever done.
happy to give Philippa a helping hand
The quality of the Rimpfischorn
or two, giving her a bit of a shove up
route continued to the Western sumone tricky corner!. Descending to the
mit and all the way down to the Quinta
st
central col, we were halted as the 1
Sella hut. Best climb of the trip so far.
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18 Peaks climbed
and it was time to
look ahead to some harder routes in
the last week, but not before giving the
feet a break from the big boots traversing Mt Emilius, a 3500m peak above
Aosta. The top section also had a nice
Via Ferratta.
The 3 of us who remained headed off
to Cervinia for something more exciting. The Italian ridge of the Matterhorn
looked amazing in the clear blue skies.
Forecast was good. The 6 hour route
up to the hut was surprisingly easy.
The summit was shrouded in mist in
the late afternoon but finally cleared to
reveal two parties descending. Both had
failed to summit and were descending
slowly eventually getting to the hut
after midnight. A 19 hour day, so we
started to worry about how bad the
conditions must be!
Despite the snow, the going was fairly
easy with nice scrambling including the
odd chain. Crampons went on for the
top 400m but didn‘t slow us down so
we summited in guidebook time. We
had to hunt around the summit a bit
for somewhere big enough to sit down
for lunch on this knife edge summit.
We were a bit shocked to see a pair
abseiling down the Hornli with the
rope around the kneck of the Madonna!. I was waiting for them to be struck
by lightning!. We were
enjoying the fantastic
views so much, it was
difficult to pull ourselves away. The descent took 30 minutes
longer due to all the
downclimbing. A really
great day out!
We chose to descend
back to Cervinia the
following day to avoid a soaking but
were rewarded with Pizza!
There followed two further high mountains days in superb weather with a
traverse of the Gran Combin and an
attempt on the traverse of the Rimpfischorn in an incredible cloud inversion.
We were almost ready
for the big drive home.
Before hitting the road,
we had a quick trip up
the fantastic Jegihorn Via
Ferrata overlooking Sass
Grund topping out at
over 3000m.
A great trip with 26 summits!

T H E C R AC K
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Polly‟s fine dining kitchen
Want to impress your guests this winter? Two easy to
prepare recipes.

Thai fishcakes served with nuòc cham dipping sauce
Ingredients
454g/1lb fresh fish, cod, salmon, plaice, haddock (skinned
& boned)
200g/8oz potatoes (peeled and roughly chopped)
2 stalks lemon grass (inner soft part only chopped
small)
1
red chilli de-seeded and chopped fine
1tspn
fish sauce
1
thumb size ginger (fresh & grated)
1
clove of garlic (crushed)
1tbspn
coriander (chopped)
50g/2oz plain flour for coating fishcakes
2
eggs (beaten with a little milk)
50g/2oz dried breadcrumbs
salt and pepper
Dipping sauce
1
garlic clove
½
hot red chilli (finely chopped)
1tbsp
sugar
2tbsp
fish sauce
juice from 1 wedge of lime

Method
Pre heat oven 350°C/ 350°F/ Gas 4.
Place the potatoes in a large pan of salted cold water, bring to
the boil and cook until tender. Drain off the water and mash
(use the potato ricer to ensure no lumps). Meanwhile cook
the fish in the oven with a little oil or milk for 15minutes,
drain off any liquid and add the fish to the potatoes. Now add
the lemon grass, chilli, fish sauce, ginger, garlic and coriander,
then mix well and check the seasoning.
Divide the recipe into 8 and roll into balls. In 3 bowls place
the flour, egg, milk and breadcrumbs, pass the fishcake
through each bowl coating well in each. Firstly the egg, then
the flour, then the breadcrumbs. Either deep fry at 190˚C
for 3-4 minutes or shallow fry in a large non stick frying
pan with vegetable oil and cook on both sides for 2-3
minutes until golden.
To make the dipping sauce, grind the garlic, chilli and
sugar to a paste using a mortar and pestle. Add the lime
juice, fish sauce and 2 ½ table spoons of water.

Lamb Shank slowly cooked with a mirepoix of root vegetables & red wine and a
garlic and chive mash
Ingredients
4
lamb shanks
1litre
lamb or chicken stock
1
crushed garlic clove
1tbsp
olive oil
1
carrot peeled and diced
1
red onion diced
½
swede peeled and diced
1
parsnip peeled and diced
½
celeriac
5
sprigs of rosemary
1/4 litre red wine
454g/1lb king Edward potatoes peeled and roughly
chopped
2
cloves roasted garlic (crushed)
1tbsp
chives chopped
salt and pepper
2oz/50g butter
50ml
double cream

Method
Heat up the oil in a large non stick frying pan and seal the lamb,
then transfer into a deep roasting tin. Meanwhile place your
vegetables, garlic and 1 sprig of rosemary into the pan you have
used for the lamb and cook without colour for 4-5 minutes.
Add the vegetables to the lamb, then pour over the wine and
stock. Cover with foil and cook for 1 ½ to 2 ½ hours depending on the size of the shanks, until the meat starts to come
away from the bone. If you want the sauce thickened, pour the
stock through a sieve into a large pan. Mix together 2oz/50g
plain flour with 1oz/25g butter to make a thick paste, whisk in a
little at a time to the boiling stock until the chosen thickness is
reached. Check your seasoning.
Add the vegetables to the sauce and pour back over the shanks,
return to the oven for 5 minutes. To serve place the remaining
sprigs of rosemary in the top of the shank bone. For the mash place the potatoes in a large pan covered with cold salted water and bring to the boil, cook until tender then drain and
mash. For a really smooth mash use a potato ricer. Now stir
in the chives, butter and cream. Season to taste and serve.

.....and to accompany
For wines I would definitely go with red for the lamb. Tesco have a great claret at the moment which sells for under £4. So
affordably you can buy 3 and make it a truly memorable evening.
The Thai fish cakes are also good for a supper meal served with a green leaf salad or if you prefer you could make this posh
fish and chips!
Bon appetite!
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Kendal
Mountaineering
Club
To email everyone:
kendalmc@kendalmc.org
President: nettymif@hotmail.com
Newsletter / Secretary:
joanne.larty@gmail.com
Meets:
john.hollingworth@cumbria.ac.uk
Treasurer:
polly4sheasby@btinternet.com

Cromlech Adventure
by Anne Salisbury
Anne tells the belayer’s side of events after John H.’s [aka
‘Silver Fox’] Left Wall tale from the Sep issue.

Setting off early, forecast fine,
Straight down the Pass, look at that line!!
Slog up the scree, a few folk around,
Ready and psyched, Left Wall we‘re bound.
Steep and airy, a tricky crack move
Tension…..then off, whats it like above?
Rest and relax, take stock and carry on
Up to the crux, runners in…..done!
Balance up carefully, hesitate and call…...
Flying off again, a 30 foot fall.
With foot in quick draw, ribs hit the rock

Next Newsletter: Mar 2011
Send articles or ideas to Joanne
(newsletter@kendalmc.org)

Runner unclipped itself, a real big shock.
Second holds the fall but flies in the air,
Thank god for anchors, and making them with care.
Rest and recover, consider what now

www.kendalmc.org

Despite bleeding finger and thoughts of going down.
Assess the situation and vow to carry on,
Working out the problems, up and up….. its done.
So no flash ascents recorded today,
T‘was done in a bold and persevering way.
Well done John, good effort and good sport,
Such evening entertainment is ripe for good pub talk!

„Tot‟tering on the edge by Joe Cooper
Gin
For those unfamiliar (shame on you),
Gin was invented by a Dutch physician
Franciscus Sylvius during the middle of
the 17th century as a medicine and was
flogged in chemist shops. Juniper berries were used to make it more agreeable on the palate as, during the bubonic
plague, the drink was used as a remedy...unsuccessfully!
Enough history. So firstly let me set the
scene. You‘ve had a tough day on the
crag. You only just made the crux
move on your last pitch. Your
hands and fingers were shaking and
cramping. You performed the last
move in desperation and now feel
unsteady. You are tottering on the
edge. Your nerves are shot.
Alas, there is a remedy!

A little ‗tot‘ of something will calm
you down (but drink sensibly
folks).
Most of you should be familiar
with Gin‘s most common guise:
Splashed over ice and then
drowned in tonic with a slice of
lemon or lime. The more vigilant
may have come across a slice of
cucumber in place of the usual citrus. But
if you are tot‘tering on the edge you need
it straight up (not for the faint hearted).
One rock (ice cube) at -17 °c or 0°f
should suffice a single 25ml ‗tot‘.
Tanqueray - A smooth clean aroma
with juniper positively loitering on the
nose. Very rich, open and balanced on
the palate with juniper being the tallest of the flavours. Rather a long
powerful finish.
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Bombay Sapphire Lemon is available to
the nose with a
glimpse of menthol.
The tongue confirms
the lemon, which
makes it‘s presence
known in a rougher
manner than it does
to the nose. The liquorice strikes a crisp note and
recedes leaving a sharp, strong
finish.
Plymouth - Much less fruit on
the nose than the Bombay. It‘s
earthier with a more prominent
coriander note. Less juniper than
that of the Tanqueray, but it is
present here. More straightforward in the mouth, feeling less
open.

